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Abstract 
Countless industrial applications over the past decades have indicated the increased need to 
relate surface texture to surface function. Measurement and characterization of the areal 
nature of the surface allows the manufacturer to alter how the surface interacts with 
surroundings. Surface metrology covers the questions related to surface measurements, its 
analysis, representation, and interpretation. Despite the long experience of surface 
measurements there are still a lot of open questions. One of question was listed in this thesis 
is: “Is there a universal analysis technique available for understanding and interpreting the 
properties of surface topography?” The simple answer is: There is no universal analysis 
technique. However, for a better understanding and interpretation of the properties of a 
surface, a combination of different techniques can be necessary. The use of Power Spectral 
Density (PSD) analysis in this thesis showed to be a powerful analysis tool for identification 
of the differences and equalities between different instruments measuring similar 
topographies. This enables a selection of the proper instruments for measuring topographies 
with specific spatial frequencies or combination of frequencies. 
 
Another focus area of this thesis was calibration of optical surface measuring instruments in 
particular Coherence Scanning Interferometer (CSI). The complexity of design of optical 
surface measuring instruments makes them difficult to calibrate. Since calibration procedure 
is an important part of quality control in the production, it is one of reason that those 
instruments are not used in production. The calibration procedure for the examining of some 
of the main metrological characteristics of Coherence Scanning Interferometry as an example 
of optical surface measuring instruments is discussed in this thesis. The concept of traceability 
is one of the fundamentals in metrology and assures the accuracy of measurements. The 
traceability and uncertainty are inseparable as it is impossible to compare measurements and 
hence calibrate instruments without statement of uncertainty. From the calibration procedure 
it was found that the dominant component for uncertainty estimation in the z-scale for CSI is 
the noise contribution and the dominant component for the x- and y- scale is the lateral 
resolution.  
Future works based on the thesis results include to summarize good practice guide for users of 
CSI and a continued analytical and empirical study of the influence of spatial content of 
surfaces for different applications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 BACKGROUND 1.1
Over the years control of surface topography has been of vital importance for manufacturing, 
engineering and scientific disciplines. The characterization and evaluation of engineering 
surface texture has constituted a challenging metrological problem that has remained open so 
far. Surface metrology is the branch of science that is concerned with the measurement and 
characterization of surface topology. It covers the questions related to the measurement 
results, their representation and interpretation, the appropriateness of techniques used for 
measurements, measurements applications, relationship between result analysis and the 
function of surface [1]. Many efforts have been made in this area for instance new ISO 
standards have been published in the 3D (areal) measurement field, but still much remains to 
verify and further develop in the area [2].  
 
In recent years the capability of surface measuring instrument has been greatly extended by 
further development of scanning probe techniques and optical instrumentation that is still 
considered as emerging technology. Surface measurements by using optical techniques are of 
great interest for industry and science. This area is growing rapidly thanks to innovations in 
the manufacturing of improved instruments, the extended capacity of processing software and 
the numerous publications on development of techniques [3]. However optical surface 
measurements techniques are still slowly accepted in production due to the lack of 
standardization and missing comparability to tactile methods. It has been clear for the 
scientists and experts in the field that proper calibration methodology for the given 
instruments is required [4]. So far no accepted standardized solutions exist for determination 
of measurement uncertainty. An important issue that must be addressed to bring surface 
topography into compliance with manufacturing quality systems, is the measurement 
traceability of the instruments.  
 AIM OF THE THESIS 1.2
The aim of the thesis is to increase the current knowledge of the interaction between surfaces 
and the optical metrology of surfaces topographical properties with the following sub goals: 
 apply appropriate tools and methods for quantitative characterization of surfaces 
measured by Coherent Scanning Interferometers (CSI);  
 develop and test a metrology framework for general calibration and adjustments of 
CSI; 
 Propose rules for determination of uncertainty budgets for measurement using CSI. 
 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 1.3
The following three research questions have been guiding the thesis work and form a logical 
“red thread”, connecting the results from the four appended papers into the integral work. 
 
1. Is there a universal analysis technique available for understanding and interpreting the 
properties of surface topography?  
2. What main procedures are needed to be specified for the interferometric measurements of 
the chosen applications? 
3. What uncertainty factors are influencing the interferometric measurements of surface 
topography in general? 
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 APPROACH 1.4
The relationship between surface function manufacturing processes and surface 
characterization may be described as shown in Figure 1. For each loop, new knowledge is 
gained. All three facets of the control loop in Figure 1 must be connected in order to 
understand the relationship and produce well-functioning surfaces. This main focus of this 
thesis is the Characterization facet from Figure1. The process of characterization and 
evaluation of surface texture depends on a number of factors. This thesis covers the influence 
of the measurement instruments’ metrological characteristics on measurement results; 
parameters and analysis techniques used for representation of measurement results; and the 
interpretation of measurement results for different applications. The optical technique 
represented by Coherence Scanning Interferometry (CSI), its calibration procedure for 
determination of the main metrological characteristics and the estimation of the uncertainty 
budget is included in the main part of the thesis. In addition, analysis and comparison of 
measurement results using surface parameters and Power Spectral Density (PSD) techniques, 
performed by CSI and other techniques, as well as application of CSI for production control 
of surface topography are areas covered in this thesis. 
 
 
 
Figure1: The relationship between the manufacturing, function and characterization adapted 
from [5]. 
 
 DELIMITATIONS 1.5
- Determination of uncertainty budgets has been done using the framework proposed by 
GUM (“The Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement”). The Monte 
Carlo method for measurement uncertainty evaluation has not been applied in this 
work. 
- Line-profiling methods and areal integrating methods used for surface topography 
measurements are not covered by this thesis. 
 GENERAL MEASUREMENTS CONDITIONS 1.6
- Environmental conditions: the measurements have been performed in a laboratory 
with air temperature control. The temperature was 20±1°C, and measured humidity 
was 50±15%RH. 
- Standard artifacts used in study excluding the ASG (Areal Surface Grating) standard 
have been calibrated and traceable to the realization of the metre at SP Technical 
Research Institute of Sweden (National Metrology Institute) in Borås. 
 
 
Characterization
FunctionManufacturing
Improved 
knowledge
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 THESIS STRUCTURE 1.7
Chapter 1 gives the introduction to the thesis including the background, objectives and 
limitations. 
Chapter 2 presents the methods for expressing and estimating uncertainty in measurement, 
based on the definition and prescription given by GUM.  
Chapter 3 gives an overview of some existing surface measurement and characterization 
techniques.  
Chapter 4 describes the working principle and some limitations of CSI. 
Chapter 5 presents the methodology for the calibration of CSI. 
Chapter 6 is the summary of the results discussed in different aspects.  
Chapter 7 includes the conclusions drawn from the studies and future work.  
 
The graphical representation of thesis structure shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: Thesis structure 
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2 UNCERTAINTY AND METHODS OF ITS DETERMINATION 
 INTRODUCTION 2.1
Measurements are an important aspect in decision making, communication of technical 
information, establishing scientific facts, monitoring manufacturing processes and 
maintaining human and environmental health and safety. Both industry and governments 
make big investments to acquire, install, maintain and develop test and measurement 
equipment.  The more critical the applications are the higher are the requirements on 
measurement quality assurance. But how “correct” are the measurement results in these 
various applications upon which critical decisions are made? 
 
Uncertainty encountered in the measurement process is the key aspect in measurement quality 
and defines the quality of the measurement result, i.e. a figure indicating how much 
confidence we can put in a result. Figure3 illustrate a typical measurement cycle and it’s 
components in combination with result based decisions.  
 
 
Figure 3: Measurements cycle components and their influence on decision making. 
 
There will always be an uncertainty in the value of the result. Nothing but the definition of a 
quantity (i.e. the metre) is exact. Received or measured values always include systematic and 
random errors. Even when correction of a systematic error has been applied to the estimation 
of the result there will still be an uncertainty in this correction. Due to the fact that the 
measurement environment is not perfectly stable, there will always be an uncertainty arising 
from the random factors. 
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Why is uncertainty important? 
 
The objective of estimation of uncertainty is to assess reliability of received measurement 
results, and to give us knowledge of the confidence that can be coupled to the decisions based 
on the measured result. The estimation of uncertainty allows meaningful comparisons of 
measurement results from different sources (reference value given by standard and result from 
laboratory). Accurate measurements and decisions made with low risk require the presence of 
standards (reference) of measured value and evaluation of uncertainties in the measurement 
process. This is essential in all areas of science and technology.  By accurate measurements 
we mean the quality-assured measurements with properly identified and quantified 
uncertainty that will lead to new discovery and recognition for scientific society. For the 
engineering community it leads to improved safety margins in complex systems.  To provide 
a quality-assured measurement it needs to include metrological traceability and measurement 
uncertainty. 
 
 TRACEABILITY 2.2
Industry requires that manufactured products perform reliably. This implies that the relevant 
physical properties of their components or product must be certified and verified against local 
standards which are a part of the traceability chain to international standards of measurement. 
International certification depends on the existence of standards of measurement in every field 
of science and technology. The country’s national measurement institute (NMI) is responsible 
to provide maintenance, development and research into standards of measurement at the 
highest possible level of accuracy needed by the industry or society in the country. This 
means that the NMI transfers the traceability from the definition of the quantity to the 
industry and assuring the quality in this service by participation in international 
intercomparisons. The areas where a specific NMI has a mutual recognition with other NMIs 
is presented in a database where the Calibration and Measurement Capabilities (CMCs) are 
listed [6].  
In turn the degree to which the participating NMIs’ standards ‘agree with one another’ or, 
more formally, have the essential property of ‘mutual equivalence’ is determined by 
international comparisons and is a decision made by the BIPM (Bureau International des 
Poids et Measures, or International Bureau of Weights and Measures, in Paris) [7]. Figure 4 
demonstrates the metrological traceability chain. 
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Figure 4: Metrological traceability chain. 
 
Metrological traceability: “property of a measurement result whereby the result can be related 
to a reference through a documented unbroken chain of calibrations, each contributing to the 
measurement uncertainty” [8]. Metrological traceability includes six important elements that 
confirm it definition: an unbroken chain; uncertainty of measurement; documentation; 
reference to SI unit; calibration interval.  
It is important that measurement systems validation procedure should include all six elements 
to establish metrological traceability. Companies need to ensure that measurements performed 
correctly via validation of their measurement systems. It should be done to evaluate their 
products, services or equipment (for safety, quality, protection of health and the environment). 
 EXPRESSION OF UNCERTAINTY IN MEASUREMENTS 2.3
Valid results, used as a base for decisions, trade, legal actions or publications, must not be a 
stroke of luck but should get their authenticity by a carefully determined figure of merit. The 
characteristic needed for all kinds of measurements is the measurement uncertainty. Its 
necessity was realized first in physics and later in chemistry, therefore an important 
document, “The Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement”, (GUM or Guide) 
has been published in 1993 [8] (corrected and reprinted in 1995and 2008 and 2010), [9,10] 
with a number of detailed examples taken from physical measurement problems.[11] The 
main purpose of this document was to be applicable for broad spectrum of measurements for:   
- Retention of quality and assurance control in production; 
- Complying the law and regulation; 
- Implementation of basic and applied research in science and engineering; 
- Development, maintaining and calibration of reference standards (both national and 
international); 
- Caring out activities to achieve traceability to national standards.  
GUM supplies the users with general rules for evaluation and expression of uncertainty that 
explain its wide spread and acceptance. Another reason is that seven international 
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organizations that dealing with the fundamentals of metrology have been involved in 
development of GUM: [12] 
BIMP (International Bureau of Weight and Measures, www.bimp.org); 
IEC (International Electrochemical Commission, www.iec.ch); 
IFCC (International Federation of Clinical Chemistry, www.ifcc.org); 
ISO (International Organization of Standardization, www.iso.ch); 
IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, www.iupac.org); 
IUPAP (International Union of Pure and Applied Physics, www.iupap.org); 
OIML (International Organization of Legal Metrology, www.oiml.org). 
 
GUM include main guidelines and recommendation to identify factors that affect the 
measurement uncertainty and quantify them afterwards in a statistical sense by assigning 
proper probability density functions (PDF) with suitable parameter settings to quantitatively  
describe the uncertainty. The functional relationship of the influence quantities are expressed 
using mathematical equations, the so-called equation of the measurand. The uncertainty 
framework described by GUM is appropriate for application for a limited set of measurement 
scenarios, but actually they appear very often in practice. However it has been identified some 
drawback of the evaluation method, one is that information about probability distributions 
used to describe influence quantities is reduced in only using the first two moments – mean 
value and standard deviation – of the distributions for evaluation. Another shortcoming is that 
the measurement model has to be linear or must be linearized for evaluation, which means 
that the measurement model is kept as simple as possible. Another recommendation is to use 
only most important influences for measurement uncertainty evaluation. Therefore, the 
decision with regard to which influence quantities can be neglected and which are important 
is no trivial task. [13] 
 DEFINITIONS RELATED TO UNCERTAINTY 2.4
Measurement as described by GUM includes method of measurement and measurement 
procedure to determine the value of the quantity to be measured. 
As a measurement never is exact it includes errors. Errors can be divided into two groups: 
systematic and random. Random errors in experimental measurements are caused by 
unknown and unpredictable changes in the experiment.  The random errors cannot be 
compensated for, but their influences can be reduced by increasing the number of 
observations. Systematic errors are difficult to eliminate because they cannot be distinguished 
statistically and need to be found by other methods. When identified, systematic effects can, 
and should, be reduced by applying corrections. The GPS standards, such as [14], describe 
various types of errors which regularly show up in measurement results, including systematic 
and random error, drift and outliers. 
The estimation of uncertainty is based on the assumptions of probability theory and follows 
“the results of measurements have been corrected for all recognized significant systematic 
effects”. So GUM ‘s definition of uncertainty that is generally accepted today: “Uncertainty 
(of measurement) is a parameter, associated with the result of a measurement that 
characterizes the dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the 
measurand”, can be related to random effects.  
GUM suggests two different ways for evaluation of uncertainty: type A and type B. 
The evaluation of uncertainty by the statistical analysis of series of observations is termed a 
Type A evaluation (of uncertainty). This method can be applied when significant number of 
measurements is obtained and the measurement procedure repeats under similar 
measurements conditions, and result can be characterized by experimental standard deviation.  
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Example of Type A uncertainty estimation for hardness measurements from the single 
measurement is described below:[15] 
Measurements have been performed using previously calibrated Rockwell hardness operating 
system. 
10 indentations were made on the test block with results listed in table1. 
 
Table1: Result of Rockwell hardness measurements. 
Measurement number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Hardness value 
(HRC) 45,4 45,5 45,4 45,3 45,5 45,3 45,3 45,4 45,4 45,4 
 
Calculated statistical parameters are:  
Mean value     45,39 HRC 
Estimated standard deviation  ±0,074 HRC 
For described hardness experiment standard deviation contribution is multiplied with 
sensitivity coefficient 1,06 pre-defined for the 10 observation and k=1.  
So standard uncertainty estimated by Type A method will be: 
 
𝑢(𝑥) = 1,06 ∗ ±0,074 𝐻𝑅𝐶 = ±0,078𝐻𝑅𝐶 
The evaluation of uncertainty from an assumed probability distribution where the component 
of uncertainty can be based on experience or on other information is termed a Type B 
evaluation (of uncertainty). This method is based on scientific judgments of information from 
different sources such as: previous measurement data; experience or general knowledge about 
material or instrument; manufacturer’s specifications; data from calibrations or other reports; 
etc. For evaluation of standard uncertainty Type B it is most useful to use four types of 
distribution for transforming limits of variation into the standard deviation [14]. 
These types are: 
Gauss distribution that can be described by equation: 𝑢(𝑥) = 𝑒 2⁄  
Rectangular or uniform distribution:  𝑢(𝑥) = 𝑒
√3
⁄  
U-shaped distribution:   𝑢(𝑥) = 𝑒
√2
⁄  
Triangular distribution:   𝑢(𝑥) = 𝑒
√6
⁄  
 
Example of Type B establishment of standard uncertainty from calibration certificate:[15] 
Accordingly to the calibration certificate for an instrument used in a test the measurement 
uncertainty over its range of calibration is ±0.1% at a 95% confidence level. 
A coverage factor is k = 2 for the 95% confidence level. So the contribution of standard 
uncertainty from the instrument calibration throughout its calibrated range is: 
𝑢(𝑥) = ± (
0,1
2
) = ±0,05%   
of the reading. 
Uncertainty estimation achieved by using method type A or B usually called standard 
uncertainty that need to be separated from combined standard uncertainty and expanded 
uncertainty. 
Uncertainty of the result represented by (single) standard deviation is standard uncertainty, 
“u” 
Uncertainty of result represented as combination of standard uncertainties is combined 
(standard) uncertainty, “uc” 
Uncertainty of result represented as combined (standard) uncertainty multiplied with coverage 
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factor k (typically: k = 2) providing a level of confidence of approximately 95 % is expanded 
uncertainty, “U”. 
Example of calculation standard, combined and expanded uncertainty: 
Example of Type A estimation of uncertainty will be completed with following information: 
-The intender had been verified to 0.3 HRC and the depth measuring device to 0.1 HRC. 
-The machine used for measurements have been verified against standardized machine. The 
standardizing machine has been verified to 0,5HRC. 
- The uncertainty associated with the total force, which was better than +0.1%, gave a 
negligible contribution to the total uncertainty (<0.01 HRC), as did the uncertainty associated 
with the diameter of the indenter balls. 
The functional relationship for the measurement was identified as a linear combination. A 
coverage factor of k = 2 for 95% probability has been used for calculation of expanded 
uncertainty. The table 2 demonstrate result of calculation [15]. 
 
Table 2: Example of calculation expanded uncertainty for hardness measurement. 
Source of Uncertainty 
Standard 
Deviation 
Divisor 
(distribution 
type) 
Sensitivity 
Coeff. 
Standard 
Uncertainty 
Type A                                   
Single reading of 
hardness 
±0,074 1 1 ±0,078 
Type B                                            
Indenter verification 
±0,03 √3 1 ±0,017 
Indenter measurement ±0,10 √3 1 ±0,058 
Standardising machine 
verification 
±0,50 √3 1 ±0,289 
Combined uncertainty ±0,305 
Expanded uncertainty, 
k=2 
±0,61 
 
 
 METHODS OF CALCULATION UNCERTAINTY 2.5
The first step for calculation of measurement uncertainty for the given measurement scenario 
is to identify, collect and organize all information related to the measurement and 
measurement uncertainty. The first thing to do is to define the quantity that should be 
measured and is of interest. The next step requires a detailed analysis of the environment and 
specifies all the influence quantities that contribute to the uncertainty of the measurement. 
Usually, a measurement follows given measurement protocols and/or specifications, but those 
documents often describe only the concept of measurement and can be used as a basis. 
Environmental conditions have to be adapted and considered for measurement uncertainty 
evaluation separately for each measurement. It is important that the model for measurement 
uncertainty evaluation is validated and that the measurement is under statistical control. 
The cause-and-effect diagram called the Ishikawa or fishbone-, diagram is quite a practical 
graphical tool that helps to visualize, and organize in a structured way the possible sources of 
uncertainty. Figure 5 demonstrates common components of an Ishikawa diagram for 
measurement uncertainty. The concept is to start with a horizontal arrow, the main bone. 
Direct influence quantities to the main bone are represented using new arrows pointing to the 
main bone and labeled with a name or description. This process can then be recursively 
iterated, adding new arrows or bones and refining the model as far as needed [13]. 
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Figure 5: General components that influence measurements uncertainty. 
 
After the identification of uncertainty sources the measurement uncertainty the mathematical 
model that describe their functional relationship need to be formulated. 
GUM require a single (scalar) measurand Y to be described using the equation of the 
measurand, 
 
𝑌 = 𝑓(𝑋1; … . ; 𝑋𝑁) = 𝑓(𝑋)    (1) 
 
Where, the functional relationship f explains the mathematical dependencies of the distinct 
input quantities X = (X1; … ; XN). Each of the input quantities may be affected by an 
uncertainty and contributes to the measurement uncertainty of the specific measurement. The 
input quantities  
 
X1; … ;XN can depend again on other influence quantities described with an additional 
functional relationship.[8] Standard uncertainty calculated for measurement function 
presented in equation 1 using Taylor series expansion described by equation 2: 
 
𝑢2(𝑦) = ∑ 𝑐𝑖
2𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑢
2(𝑥𝑖) = ∑ 𝑢𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝑦)   (2) 
 
Where, the best estimate of the output quantity Y defined as y = f (x1;.. ;xN) with N best 
estimates 
 x1;x2;…;xN for the input quantities X1;…;XN that are described with appropriate probability 
distributions,  𝑐𝑖  = 𝑑𝑓/𝑑𝑋𝑖 – is partial derivate using of the f the best estimate xi of influence 
quantities Xi usually called sensitivity coefficient. 
 
In addition, if using the GUM approach, it is necessary to estimate the degrees of freedom to 
get an approximation for an uncertainty interval of confidence p for the measurand Y. The 
interval 
Y = y±Up uses the expanded uncertainty Up = kpu(y),  
Where, the expansion factor kp = tp(Ve f f ) is taken from existing tables for t-distributions with 
Ve f f  degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom can be calculated using the Welch-
Satterthwaite formula [16] 
Measurement
uncertainty
measurement machine operator (human)
enviroment sample (object) method, procedure
instrument
software
requirements
assumption
skills
training
vabrition physical
characteristics
temperature
presure
chemical
characteristics
direct/indirect
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design
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𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝑢4(𝑦)
∑
𝑢4(𝑦)
𝑣𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1
 
Using the estimated variances u
2
(y) of Y and u
2
i(y) = |ci|u(xi) of influence quantities Xi. The 
formula was originally thought for influence quantities of Type A, where we have explicitly vi 
independent observations for analysis of an quantity Xi and, hence, the degrees of freedom  
vi = vi-1 for a quantity Xi are well defined.  
However, it is not always obvious how to determine or estimate the degrees for Type B 
influence quantities, describing, for example, experience or expert knowledge. 
The described framework for calculation of uncertainty has some limitation: first the 
information about probability distributions used to describe influence quantities uses only 
mean value and standard deviation, second is that the measurement model has to be linear or 
must be linearized for evaluation, which means that the measurement model is kept as simple 
as possible. To overcome those limitations Monte Carlo method has been suggested for 
uncertainty evaluation. 
The first Supplement to the GUM has introduced a new approach for the evaluation of the 
measurement uncertainty. The final version of the document has been published in summer of 
2008 after a lot of discussion and included the Monte Carlo method for measurement 
uncertainty evaluation [17]. This method has been used for measurements uncertainty 
evaluation by Couto et al. for complex measurement problem that could not be solved by 
GUM method [18]. In comparison between GUM and Monte Carlo methods have been found 
that Monte Carlo simulation had better results for a strong non-linear model. However, the 
limitations of the Monte Carlo simulation were the long runtime in complex cases; also the 
selection of the proper probability distribution function may be difficult [19]. 
The Monte Carlo method is a straightforward approach to calculate a discrete approximation 
G for the density function GY (η) for the Equation 1 of the measurand Y with input quantities 
X1; … ;XN  ϵ X that contribute to the uncertainty of the measurand. Each input quantity is 
randomly varied according to the distribution function in M trials evaluating the equation of 
the measurand, so that with a large number of evaluations we get a large amount of possible 
values that can be attributed to the measurand Y according to the underlying model. Step- by-
step procedure for evaluation of the measurement uncertainty using Monte Carlo simulation 
described in Supplement 1 to the GUM section 5.9.6.[13,17] 
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3 SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION 
 INTRODUCTION 3.1
As a response to demands created by industry in 2010 ISO published a series of standards 
regarding measurements of surface topography. Figure 6 interpreted from ISO 25178-6:2010 
includes methods for measuring surface texture. 
 
Figure 6: A classification of surface texture measurement methods [20] 
 
Line-profiling methods provide information of the scanned profiles of examined surfaces and 
include the type of instruments based on: contact stylus scanning, phase-shifting 
interferometry, circular interferometric probing (scanning is circular so z is function of angle 
θ) and optical differential profiling. The 3D surface measurement is built from the series of 
profiles as demonstrated by Figure 7. 
 
 
Figure 7: Surface measurement performed by AFM (atomic force microscope). 
 
Areal-topography methods provide information of surface topography by producing 
topographic images z(x,y), or by producing the set of parallel profiles ( z(x) as a function of y). 
Instruments that can provide this information are based on: contact stylus scanning, phase-
shifting interferometry, coherence scanning interferometry, confocal microscopy, confocal 
chromatic microscopy, structured light projection, focus variation microscopy, digital 
holography microscopy, angle-resolved SEM, scanning tunneling microscopy, atomic force 
microscopy, optical differential profiling, point autofocus profiling. 
Areal integrating methods are based on measurements that produce results dependent on area-
integrated properties of surface topography. Usually these methods are used to perform 
repetitive surface texture assessments hence a calibrated specimen is used for comparison 
with the surface that is measured. Instruments based on this method are: total integrated 
scatter, angle-resolved scatter, parallel-plate capacitance, pneumatic.  
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 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 3.2
The instruments based on areal-topography methods can be divided into two groups: contact 
and noncontact profilers. In turn 3D instruments can be classified by the sensing method used 
to detect the surface texture. Figure 8 gives an overview of different groups of instruments 
according to the detection methods used for surface measurements. 
 
 
Figure 8: A classification of profilometric 3D instruments based on sensing principle. 
3.2.1 CONTACT PROFILERS 
The Stylus profiler is the most common technique that determines the surface characteristics 
via a stylus- based measurement system. The stylus is moved over the surface for a predefined 
distance. Its vertical movement relative to the datum is a measure of the deviation of the real 
surface from the geometrical surface. The stylus vertical movement is detected by a 
transducer such as a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) and the corresponding 
recorded signal is converted into height data. By using an x-y-moving table most stylus 
instruments can provide 3D topography data. However measurement time increases 
drastically and can take hours, that is why these instruments are mostly used for profile 
measurements. The stylus tip is usually made of hard material such as diamond and has a 
radius of curvature in the range of 0,5-50µm. The vertical resolution of stylus instruments is 
determined by the stylus tip shape and radius of curvature, the lateral resolution of the 
instrument is defined by the sampling interval between the data points. The stylus radius and 
angle predefine the aspect ratio of the measured structures as well as the maximum slope that 
can be detected by the instrument. [21, 22, 23,24].  
Profilometric
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Optical 
instruments
Scanning 
microscopy
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detection
Electron
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Electron probe
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Figure 9: Profile data acquisition by stylus profilometer [25]. 
 
The stylus profiler can provide traceable measurements with high vertical (nm) and lateral 
(µm) resolution. However measurement speed, stylus tip sharpness and load applied to the 
stylus can cause surface deformation or lead to measurement error.  
 
Scanning Probe Microscope 
Another type of profiler is the scanning probe microscope (SPM). The measurements of 
surface micro structures and of surface local properties are performed by a very fine probe 
with a tip of size about ten nanometers or less. The distance between tip and measured surface 
in an SPM is about 0,1-10 nm. According to different types of interaction between tip and 
surface there are different types of microscope. For example tunneling microscope is based on 
the phenomenon of a tunneling current between a metal tip and conducting surface; various 
types of interaction forces are the bases for atomic force, magnetic force and electric force 
microscopes. [26] 
 
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) 
The AFM is based on repulsive and attractive forces that occur between the tip of the AFM 
and the measured surface. Figure 10 illustrates the main components of an AFM to 
demonstrate the working principle and in practice is completed by a vibration system, 
computer and control devices. The AFM instrument includes a feedback system that keeps 
constant the interaction force between tip and sample, scanning elements that control the 
working distance between tip-sample and move the tip over the measuring surface, devices 
for precise control of the tip and sample position, and s vibration insulating system.  
 
 
Figure 10: Main components of Atomic Force Microscope. 
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There are three different modes that characterize the working principles of an AFM: contact 
mode, non-contact mode and tapping mode. In contact mode the tip is in contact with the 
surface and as it scans forces between tip and surface cause the probe to bend. The surface 
information is obtained from deflection data. The deflection data can be measured by the laser 
signal reflected from the mirror placed on the probe (cantilever) or deflection can be 
monitored by a two-segmented photo diode in combination with a laser [27,28]. In contact 
mode the instrument is operated in a repulsive regime and constant force is applied to the tip 
under the scanning. When the height of the sample changes the tip will be deflected away 
from the set-point and the feedback loop will adjust the probe height using the scanner piezos 
to restore the probe bending to its original value (set-point). The possibility of detection of the 
lateral (or torsional) bending of the cantilever is useful for recording frictional maps of the 
imaged surface [29,30]. Measurements in contact mode apply to relatively smooth, hard 
surfaces. Measurements on soft surfaces create the problem when the probe is meeting step 
edges or from frictional and adhesive forces that can lead to damage to the surface or probe. 
In turn this leads to stick-slip movement of the probe and decrease in image resolution. 
In the tapping mode cantilever oscillate at near to its resonance frequency close to the 
measured surface so the tip make repeatedly contact and disengages. Interaction between tip 
and surface is monitored by the oscillatory amplitude, which is restricted by increasing 
contact with sample. Height of tip is adjusted to keep the amplitude constant while the 
scanning of the surface is performed. In tipping mode observation of amplitude and phase 
signals is possible. Combination with information from height map may show surface features 
with better clarity. For example the phase signal is the difference between the oscillation and 
drive frequency and change when the probe move not only over different surface geometry 
but also affected by adhesive and mechanical properties of surface [31]. However the phase 
data is affected of the combination between different parameters such as: tip- sample 
adhesion, scan speed, load force, topography of sample it is difficult to extract quantitative 
information from phase map [32]. 
In addition to two previous modes AFM can operate in non-contact mode, then the cantilever 
is oscillated at smaller amplitude then in tapping mode. Then attractive or van der Waals and 
electrostatic forces occurs between tip and surface atoms occurs detectable shift infrequency 
of the cantilever oscillator. Adjusting the height of probe relative to the sample keeping this 
parameter stable under the scan allows building the height map of measured surface [33]. As 
no contact between tip and surface occurs under the measurements it allows very high atomic 
resolution under appropriate conditions [34]. It is still a technical challenge to achieve the 
atomic resolution using non-contact mode compare to tapping mode. 
 
3.2.2 NONCONTACT PROFILERS 
There are a number of advantages of non-contact profilers over contacting instruments: 
measurements can not cause any damage to the sample, measurement time is much shorter, 
and they are built to achieve 3D topography measurements. Usually the sample is illuminated 
with an electromagnetic wave and the response is obtained over the whole field of view, 
which allows information to be recorded much faster. 
Electron microscopy is one of the noncontact techniques used for measurement of surface 
topography and can be divided into two types: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
 
A Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) includes an electron optical column, vacuum 
system and signal detection and display elements. The electron optical column includes: an 
electron source (filament) to produce electrons; set of magnetic lenses to de-magnify the 
beam; magnetic coils to control and modify the beam; set of apertures to define the beam and 
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prevent electron spray. A vacuum system contains the chamber where vacuum is established; 
pumps to produce vacuum; valves to control vacuum and gauges to monitor it. Signal 
detection and display consists of detectors which collect the signal and electronics which 
produce an image from the signal. The drawback of the technique is that a non-conductive 
sample needs to be coated with conductive material for example gold to achieve the 
measurement image. SEM allows examination of the object using a magnification up to 
100000 times with high lateral resolution, however the height of measured topography is 
presented in grey scale and no quantitative value is available. A stereo photogrammetry 
technique is used to create 3D topography from SEM images. Two surface structure images 
produced by SEM each at a differently inclined angle are condensed in an analyzing 
evaluation instrument where they overlap and create a three dimensional image.  
 
Confocal microscopy  
The confocal microscope has taken its name from the arrangement of the light path as the 
illumination and detection light paths share a common focal plane [35]. This is achieved by 
two pinholes placed at the same distance from the specimen, one in front of the light source 
and one in front of the detector, as shown schematically in Figure 11. Light goes through a 
pinhole in a beamsplitter (dichromatic mirror) to reach the objective and the specimen. At the 
same time the beamsplitter works as a filter which reflects the excitation wavelength but is 
transparent for all other wavelengths. Therefore the emitted light from the surface can pass 
through the beamsplitter to the detector. As a consequence of the pinhole arrangement, the 
detected light mostly comes from a narrow focal plane which improves the vertical resolution 
of confocal microscopes.  
 
Figure 11: Working principle of confocal microscope. 
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There are two way of building the image by a confocal technique. Point-by-point scanning in 
x-y raster fashion results in a 2D irradiance image of the surface at the particular focus plane. 
Building of a 3D image requires either sample or objective or detector to be scanned 
vertically so each point of the surface passes through the focal plane of the microscope.[36] 
The benefits of confocal microscopy are: low signal-noise ratio; reduced blurring of the image 
from the light scattering; increased effective resolution.  Over the years some improvements 
of data acquisition, modification of aperture and light source have been reported. [37,38,39] 
 
Phase shift interferometry 
Phase shift interferometry is based on the advantage of the wave properties of light to analyze 
the surface height variation. In PSI a time-varying phase shift is introduced between the 
reference wavefront and sample wavefront in the interferometer. By making more than three 
measurements of the irradiance of interference pattern as phase is varying it is possible to 
calculate the difference between the two interfering beams. The phase stepping is carried out 
at a constant rate as the detector is reading out the phase difference, while amplitude of the 
waves is kept constant under the PSI application. [40,41,42] The phase difference between 
two beams is usually achieved by changing the optical path by using the piezoelectric 
transducer to move the reference mirror by a fraction of a wavelength and respectively the 
phase is changed by a fraction of 2π.   
The surface topography of the object is usually measured by sequentially shifting the phase of 
the reference beam by known amounts and measuring the resulting interference pattern. The 
relative surface heights are then calculated from the fringe data by different processing steps 
including an unwrapping algorithm to remove the phase ambiguities. PSI provides axial 
resolution in the nanometer to angstrom region with a lateral resolution in micrometers. These 
instruments are usually limited to the measurement of smooth polished homogeneous surfaces 
since measurement of rough surfaces with dissimilar optical properties introduces several 
errors in the measurement [43,44,45]. 
 
Coherence scanning interferometry (CSI)  
CSI is the common name for a 3D measuring technique that combines the vertical resolution 
of an interferometer with the lateral resolution of a high powered microscope. There are 
several manes for techniques that use the same functional principles as CSI and White Light 
Interferometry (WLI) is one of them [46]. 
The CSI working principle has been presented by Davidson et al. (1987) [47]. The Linnik 
interferometer has been used to improve lateral resolution of measurement of smooth surfaces 
especially for semiconductors. The application of a Mirau interferometer in an optical 
profilometer has been reported by Bhusan et al in 1985.[48,49] In the same year Kino, Lee et 
al used a Michelson interferometer in a coherence scanning interferometer for surface height 
measurement [50]. 
 
White Light Interferometry uses the broadband illumination of a white light source and 
overcomes some limitations typical in single and even multiple-wavelength methods. The 
technique is widely used for measurements of engineering surfaces like MEMS devices, 
binary optics and machined surfaces. WLI does not involve phase shifting or complex 
algorithms, and is theoretically unlimited in the vertical scan length, which is only constrained 
by how far the reference mirror can move. 
The drawbacks of an interferometer are that it cannot read discontinuities of the object 
geometry as in the case of sharp edges, and only works in relative coordinate space. These 
sharp edges can produce misleading diffraction spikes which can be mistaken for real peaks 
and thus can be a major problem in measurement interpretation. 
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 CHARACTERIZATION METHODS 3.3
3.3.1 SURFACE ROUHNESS PARAMETERS 
Characterization of surface topography is complex question. Profile characterization was 
standardized in the 1990s and is extensively accepted and used today [51]. In recent years 3D 
analysis has become a tool extremely practical and widely used for both industry and 
research. To assist in measuring of the engineering surfaces new ISO standards were 
established, but much work remains [52]. Earlier areal parameters have been a simple 
extrapolation of profile parameters. The tasks of the new standards are to define the contents 
of the areal surface texture standards, for specification and verification and to revise the 
profile standards to bring them in line with area standards. Table 3 shows the overview of 
surface area parameters. 
 
Table 3: Classification of surface roughness parameters. 
 
Family Symbol Parameters description 
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Sq Root mean square height 
Ssk Skewness 
Sku Kurtosis 
Sp Maximum peak height 
Sv Maximum pit height 
Sz Maximum height 
Sa Arithmetical mean height 
S
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Sal Auto-correlation length 
Str Texture-aspect ratio 
Std Texture direction 
H
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Sdq 
Root mean square gradient of the scale limited 
surface 
Sdr 
Developed interfacial area ratio of the scale limited 
surface 
F
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Spd Density of peaks 
Spc Arithmetic mean peak curvature 
S10z Ten point height 
S5p Five point peak height 
S5v Five point pit height 
Sda Closed dale area 
Sha Closed hill area 
Sdv Closed dale volume 
Shv Closed hill volume 
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Family  Symbol Parameters description 
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Sk 
Kernel roughness depth (roughness depth of the 
core) 
Spk Reduced peak height (roughness depth of the peaks) 
Svk 
Reduced valley depth (roughness depth of the 
valleys) 
Smr1 Upper material ratio 
Smr2 Lower material ratio 
Svq Dale root mean square deviation 
Spq Plateau root mean square deviation 
Smq Material ratio 
Smr (mc) Areal material ratio of the scale-limited surface 
Smc (mr) 
Inverse areal material ratio of the scale-limited 
surface 
F
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Vm(p) Material volume 
Vv(p) Void volume 
Vmp Peak material volume of the scale limited surface 
Vmc Core material volume of the scale limited surface 
Vvc Core void volume of the scale limited surface 
Vvv Pit void volume of the scale limited surface 
 
Parameters defined in ISO 25178-2 have a prefix S or V the latter denoting volume 
parameters. They are divided on: 
- height parameters is the class of surface parameters that quantify the z-axis perpendicular to 
the surface. Parameters included in this class are: Sq- root mean square height; Sa-arithmetic 
mean height; 
Ssk- skewness is the third statistical moment, qualifying the symmetry of height distribution; 
Sku- kurtosis fourth statistical moment qualifying the flatness of height distribution; Sp- 
maximum pick height; Sv- maximum pit height; Sz- maximum height of surface or height 
between highest pick and lowest valley. 
-spatial parameters describe the topographic characteristics of the surface based on the 
spectral analysis. Parameters classified in this group are: Sal- auto correlation length or 
quantitative measure of the distance along the surface by which a texture statistically different 
from that at original location can be found; Str- texture aspect ratio is parameter that 
characterize the isotropy of the surface; Std texture direction is calculated from the Fourier 
spectrum and shows in degree between 0° and 180° the main texture direction. 
-hybrid parameters are characterizing a criterion depending on both amplitude and the spacing 
for example curvatures and slopes. Sdq-root mean square slope of the surface; Sdr-developed 
interfacial area ratio is used to measure the surface complexity, and useful in comparison of 
measurement under several stages of surface processing, and to find correlation in adhesion 
application [53] ; Std- fractal dimension of surface. 
-feature parameters belong to a new family of parameters. As features playing significant role 
in a specific application for example contact zone important to identify the features. Sds-
density of summits; Ssc-arithmetic mean summit curvature of surface parameters are useful for 
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characterization of surface glossiness.  Parameters from this group find via segmentation and 
selected by a discrimination method called pruning. 
-functional parameters are calculated from the Abbot-Firestone curve obtained by integration 
of height distribution on the measured surface. Usually distinguish functional stratified and 
volume parameter. 
Functional stratified parameters are a class of surface finish parameters characterizing the 
functional aspect of a surface, particularly lubrication and grinding. They are the areal 
equivalent of functional profile parameters. Calculation of these parameters are based on a 
graphical construction of Abbot-Firestone curve over the surface, sometime the robust 
Gaussian filter can be applied before calculation of parameters. Parameters are mostly used by 
the automotive industry. 
Functional volume parameters calculation is based on the Abbot-Firestone curve over surface 
using two bearing ratio thresholds that are defined by bearing ratios. Volume parameters are 
useful for evaluation of surfaces of mechanical components especially if components are used 
in contact with other surfaces. For example Vvv -pit void volume of the scale limited surface 
parameter uses to calculate the volume of fluid retention in the dip valley of surface and not 
affected by wear. Vmp-peak material volume of the scale limited surface parameter 
characterizes the volume of surface that will be removed during wear process. 
Areal parameters give possibility to access the texture shape and direction; correctly estimate 
the surface features attribute and differentiate the connected and isolated features. 
3.3.1.1 SPATIAL CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES 
The power spectral density function (PSDF), the autocorrelation function (ACF) and structure 
function (SF) are known as the spatial functions. These techniques offer a means of 
representing the properties of all wavelengths, or spatial sizes, of the features of surface 
texture; and are also called surface texture descriptors. The ACF of a random function is most 
directly interpreted as a measure of how well future values of the function can be predicted 
based on past observations. SF contains no more information than the ACF. The PSDF is 
interpreted as a measure of frequency distribution of the mean square value of the function 
that is the rate of change of the mean square value with frequency [54]. 
Advantages and disadvantages of the above listed techniques are presented in Figure 12 [1] 
 
 
Figure 12: Quantitative evaluation of spatial content representations based on several 
criteria. (Figure interpreted from [1]) 
3.3.1.2 POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTION 
Some years ago, the optics and the microelectronics communities encountered the need to 
deal more incisively with topography data [55-60]. It was found fruitful to Fourier transform 
the topography data to obtain the contribution at different lateral scales: the power spectral 
density (PSD). There has been a large number of studies dealing with PSD calculation from 
the topography data. Here the mathematical model of two-dimensional PSD calculation of a 
surface height map h(x, y) is defined as [22, 59, 61]:  
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𝑃𝑆𝐷(𝑓𝑥, 𝑓𝑦) = lim𝐿→∞
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,  (3) 
Where, h(x, y) is the surface topography data, and fx and fy are rectangular components of the 
surface frequencies. Eq. (3) describes the relative contributions of all the possible surface 
spatial frequencies for an ideal measurement of an infinite surface in the limiting case from 
zero frequency (an infinite surface) to an infinite frequency (infinitely small structure). In 
practice, topographic images of surfaces are recorded in the form of digitized data of surface 
heights, which is finite rather than infinite and sampled rather than continuous. For isotropic 
surfaces the PSD (fx,fy) function has polar symmetry, so the calculation of PSDs has been 
performed in polar coordinates: 
𝑓 = (𝑓x
2 + 𝑓y
2)
1
2⁄  
𝛼 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (
𝑓x
𝑓y
),    
Averaging the resulting PSD (f,α) over the azimuthal angle yields the two-dimensional 
isotropic PSD:  
 
𝑃𝑆𝐷2D(𝑓) =
1
2𝜋
∫ 𝑃𝑆𝐷(𝑓, 𝛼)d𝛼.
2𝜋
0
   (4) 
 
PSD functions describe two aspects of the surface roughness such as the spread of heights 
from 
a mean plane, and the lateral distance over which the height variation occurs. The essential 
detail that needs to be taken into account for PSD measurement is the high-frequency content 
of signal allowed through the instrument as shown on Figure 13 below [62]. 
 
Figure 13: Average wavelength and PSD. (Figure adapted from [62]). 
 
The PSD function has been widely used for characterization of optical surfaces but some 
limitations have been pointed out. Calculation of PSD is sensitive to data processing such as 
windowing and sub-aperture choosing. Different calculation techniques may lead to different 
results [63]. 
3.3.1.3 AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
The ACF was first used in surface metrology by J. R. Womersley and M. R. Hopkins in 1945 
[64], but it was J. Peklenik [65] who used the ACF in terms of a typology for surfaces. Later 
the other approach the discrete technique, was originated by Whitehouse [66,67] who, with J. 
F. Archard derived a functional significance from the distance over which it decays. 
The autocorrelation function is a powerful tool for characterization of surface topography.  
The definition of autocorrelation function is: 
 
𝐴(𝜏) = 𝐸[𝑧1, 𝑧2] = lim𝐿→∞
1
𝐿
∫ 𝑧(𝑥)𝑧(
𝐿
2⁄
−𝐿 2⁄
𝑥 + 𝜏)𝑑𝑥  (5) 
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Where, z1, z2 are the two measurements taken on the surface a distance τ apart, E[] is the 
expected value of the product of these two measurements over all the surface. Two conditions 
should be satisfied for correct application of equation (5): first the random nature of surface is 
uniform in distribution and the second the ergodic theorem which states that the time average 
of a function along the trajectories exists almost everywhere and is related to the space 
average, holds. The ergodicity for a surface means that averages of many profiles taken at the 
same time or x value are the same as averages taken of one record over all time. 
An important property of the ACF is that it can be linked to the “average machining unit 
event”. Whitehouse applied the ACF to analysis of the grinding process. Figure 14 shows how 
the shape of ACF can relate to the machining process. The randomness of the process (how 
the grains are distributed in the wheel surface) determines the envelope of the ACF of the 
surface texture. The shape of the grains and how each grain interacts with the surface will 
determine the fine detail of the ACF as shown in Figure 14 [68]. 
 
Figure14: Relation of ACF shape to process. (Figure adapted from [68]). 
3.3.1.4 SURFACE STRUCTURE FUNCTION 
The structure function can be used as complement for the PSD and ACF techniques. It was 
introduced by Kolmogorov in 1941 for the analysis of statistical problem in turbulence theory 
[69,70]. Later it was used for characterization of machined surfaces [71], optical surfaces 
[72,73], in turbulent flow fields[69,70,74], for time series analysis in astronomy [75,76]. 
The linear SF can be calculated from both profile data and areal data. 
The SF was first introduced in surface metrology (for profile data) in D. J. Whitehouse’s PhD 
thesis [77] in 1971, 
𝑆(𝜏) = 𝐸1[𝑧(𝑥 ) − 𝑧(𝑥 + 𝜏)]
2   (5) 
Where, E1 is the statistical expectation of the squared height difference as function of 
separation, of z(x) that represent height position at x and z(x+τ) is the height a distance τ away 
from x. 
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4 COHERENCE SCANNING INTERFEROMETRY (CSI) 
 INTRODUCTION 4.1
A number of surface texture parameters can be estimated from topography data. However, the 
parameter values depend on the method used for the measurement. Areal- topography 
methods include information of the spatial resolution and the sampling length in each 
direction which allow to easily calculating surface parameters. 
An example of a non-contact optical measuring technique is a coherence scanning 
interferometry. This technique will be discussed in the following section. 
 
 FORMATION OF WHITE LIGHT FRINGES 4.2
Coherence scanning interferometry (CSI) plays a central role in noncontact strategies for 
process development and quality control. It provides customers with full 3D measurement of 
surface characteristics that influence the functional behavior of manufactured parts. A brief 
review of principles of this technique is described in section 4.3. 
While CSI is certainly not new, combining white light interferometry techniques with modem 
electronics, computers, and software has produced extremely powerful measurement tools. A 
technical advantage is that it uses the broad spectral band of a white light source, with 
wavelength from about 380 up to 750 nanometer.[78,79] As known from the theory of light 
white light is a combination of different wavelength and provides a larger measurement range 
than laser sources. Another important phenomenon used in coherence scanning interferometry 
is interference. It is caused by the superposition of two electromagnetic waves. When two 
waves are in phase they create constructive interference or bright bands on an interference 
picture and when two waves are out of phase they create destructive interference or dark 
bands. Figure 15 illustrates the interference fringes creation.  
 
Figure 15: Interference fringes creation. 
 
Mathematical representation of inference is described by the equation  
I=𝐼1 + 𝐼2 + 2√𝐼1𝐼2 cos(𝜑2 − 𝜑1),  (6) 
Where, I1 and I2 are the intensities of two waves, the component  2√𝐼1𝐼2 cos(𝜑2 − 𝜑1) is the 
interference term and  (𝜑2 − 𝜑1) is the phase difference between waves.[80] The phase 
difference can be directly related to the OPD (optical path difference): 
𝑂𝑃𝐷 = (
𝜆
2𝜋
) (𝜑2 − 𝜑1),    (7) 
λ 2λ 3λ
4λ
Tested beam
Reference beam
Two interfering
wavefronts
Intensity
profile
Interferogram
(fringe pattern)
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The highest contrast of fringes is obtained when the position of the reference mirror is at the 
best focus of the objective, so that the OPD (optical path difference) is zero. Due to the large 
spectral bandwidth of the light source, the coherence length of the source is short and allows 
the appearance of contrast fringes when the two paths of interferometer match in length.  
 WORKING PRINCIPLES 4.3
Figure 16 shows the key features of an automated interference microscope enabled for CSI, 
where the left side of the Figure is showing a white light interferometer built at Halmstad 
University. The main components of the instrument are: piezo drive system (piezo motor), 
digital image sensor (CCD camera), broadband light source, interferometric objective, optical 
components (system of lens and beam splitters), data acquisition firmware and computer 
control. Data acquisition involves the continuous motion of the piezo drive system that moves 
the interferometric objective along the z-axis, which in turn synchronizes the scan of focus 
and optical path length. The optical path length is defined as the product of the distance the 
light travels through the systems and the refractive index of the medium it travels. As 
mentioned earlier when the difference between the optical path lengths for the two waves is 
zero interferometric fringes are obtained. Interferometry is dependent on the light source used. 
The most common are: tungsten-halogen, incandescent or arc lamp. More often a white light 
emitting diode (LED) adapted into the Köhler illuminator is used today [81]. Cameras that 
can be used for visible wavelength in a CSI setup are usually of CCD (charge coupled device) 
or CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) type. The CCD and CMOS are 
developed to convert light into electric charge and process it into electronic signals. 
Difference is in how the pixel charge is proceeding until it transferred in signal. Camera 
selection involves not only field size and number of pixels but also the acquisition speed, 
response linearity, quantum well depth, digitization resolution, and the ability to shutter 
electronically [82].  
 
 
Figure 16: Key components of Coherence Scanning Interferometer. 
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 INTERFERENCE OBJECTIVES 4.4
The most common interferometric objectives used in CSI are shown in Figure 17:  Mirau, 
Michelson and Linnik objectives. Choice of objectives is directly linked to the surface to be 
measured, working distance and magnification of objectives. 
The Michelson interferometric objective is suitable for measurements where applied 
magnification can be low, working distance is long and numerical aperture is low. It is built 
so that the beam splitter cube is placed under the objective lens and the reference mirror is 
placed on the side. The Mirau objective is suitable for higher magnification measurements 
and short working distance. It consists of two thin glass plates, the lower glass plate works as 
a beam splitter and the plate above includes the reference mirror. The Linnik interferometer 
was developed to overcome the problem with magnification linked to the previous described 
objectives. It is built of two identical bright-field objectives with a beam splitter in between. 
This objective can be a solution for systems that require high magnification, high numerical 
aperture objectives and a short working distance that could not include a beam splitter. It can 
be used when a long working distance is needed to admit large samples to be measured.  
Table 4 presents the relation between magnifications of objective, numerical aperture, 
working distance and lateral resolution [84].  
 
 
Figure 17: Interferometric objectives represented schematically. (Figure adapted from [83]). 
 
Table 4: Interferometric objectives and their optical characteristics. 
Objective 
type Magnification 
NA (numerical 
apeture) 
Lateral resolution  
(Raleigh criterion) 
(µm)  
Working 
distance 
(µm) 
Wide field * 0,5x 0,015 17,2 40 
Michelson 1x 0,03 8,62 40 
Michelson 2,5x 0,08 3,45 40 
Michelson 5x 0,13 1,99 40 
Michelson 10x 0,28 0,92 18 
Mirau 10x 0,3 0,86 7,4 
Mirau 20x 0,4 0,65 4,7 
Mirau 50x 0,55 0,47 3,4 
Mirau 100x 0,85 0,3 0,5 
*wide field objective ref[81] 
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The numerical aperture of objectives is the measure of its ability to gather the light to resolve 
the sample details at a fixed object distance. Numerical aperture was defined by Abbe as the 
sine of the half aperture angle multiplied by the refractive index of the medium between the 
objective front lens and the sample: 
𝑁𝐴 = 𝑛 sin 𝜃    (8) 
Where, n-refractive index of medium (n=1 for air that most typically is medium) and 
 
𝜃 = arctan (𝑃 𝑓⁄ ) 
Where, P is pupil radius and f -focal length. 
Parameters related to optical properties of objectives and some parameters related to surface 
slopes and high-spatial-frequency changes contribute to limitation of lateral resolution of 
interference objectives and later whole CSI. 
Lateral resolution of an instrument is defined as the smallest distance between two features 
that can be detected [85]. Theoretically lateral resolution of optical system can be given by the 
Raleigh criterion: 
𝑟 = 0,61
𝜆
𝑁𝐴
     (9) 
Where, λ is the mean wavelength of the light source and NA is the numerical aperture of the 
objective. Another measure of lateral resolution can be given by the Sparrow criterion that 
defines spatial wavelength for which the instrument response drops to zero. For this criterion 
the factor 0.61in eq. 9 is replaced by 0.82. Both criterions should be checked to determine the 
minimum lateral resolution of CSI. For some instruments the distance between the pixels in 
the camera may determine the lateral resolution.  
In context of determination lateral resolution of CSI as the ability of an instrument to measure 
the spacing between the points on the image together with the ability to determine the height 
of features on the surface, the lateral resolution is defined as one-half the spatial period of a 
sinusoidal profile for which the instrument response falls to 50%. The instrument response 
can be measured from instrument transfer function which is the analog of modulation transfer 
function for topography [86,87]. 
 
 SIGNAL FORMATION FOR SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION 4.5
In CSI surface topography is obtained from intensity data recorded for an individual pixel as a 
function of scan position. The localization of interference fringes allows the determination of 
the height of the sample surface by identification of the scan position that corresponds to the 
frame of the highest contrast fringe at each pixel. Figure 18 shows the signal modeling in 
Mirau objective. 
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Figure 18: Schematic of signal detection in Mirau objective. Adapted from ref [88] 
 
Mathematical description of signal modeling for CSI is described further below.  
Interference fringes frequency is described by the equation 
𝐾(𝛽, 𝑘) = 2𝑘𝛽 
Where, 𝛽 = cos(𝜓) is directional cosine and 𝑘 = 2𝜋 𝜆⁄  the angular wavenumber for the 
specific wavelength λ.  
 
The interference signal described by the one ray bundle at the incident angle that correspond 
to the specific point of image is 
 
𝑔(𝛽, 𝑘, 𝜁) = 1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠[−𝐾( 𝛽, 𝑘)𝜁 + 𝜙(𝛽, 𝑘)] 
Where, ϕ is phase value 
ϕ(β, k) = K(β, k)h + ϖ((β, k) 
h-height of surface and ϖ-offset of CSI optical system parts. 
 
       Incoherent superposition include sum of interference contribution 𝑔(𝛽, 𝑘, 𝜁)  over angular 
wavenumbers k, weighted by illumination and detection spectrum V(k) and over all 
directional cosine β weighted by distribution of light in pupil U(β) 
 
I(ζ) = ∫ ∫ g(β, k, ζ)
1
0
∞
0
U(β) V(k)βdβdk 
 
The imaging system sums the individual interference contribution over the pupil. Integration 
over all points in the pupil create the net signal that can be described as an inverse Fourier 
transform of the frequency spectrum 
I(ζ) = ∫ q(K) exp(−iKζ) dK
+∞
−∞
  (10) 
Where, non-zero positive part of the frequency spectrum is 
 
q(K) = ρ(K) exp(−iKh)   (11) 
 
In this equation the surface height of interest enters as a phase term Kh. The frequency 
spectrum can be calculated using integration over all wavenumbers k = 2π λ⁄  in the source 
spectrum.  
ρ(𝐾) = ∫ √𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑅 exp(𝑖𝛾) 𝑈[𝛽(𝐾, 𝑘)]𝑉(𝑘)𝐾/4𝑘
2𝑑𝑘
∞
𝑘=𝐾 2⁄
 
Where, R- object intensity reflectivity, Rref   -is reference reflectivity including mirror and 
beam- splitter, V(k) –is the effective source spectrum, including the transmissivity of the 
optical components and camera sensitivity, directional cosine β is coupled to the wavelength 
as β =
K
2k
 , 
and  γ = υ − ω where υ- is the phase shift coupled to the reference path, and  ω- is coupled to 
measurement path. [81] 
Equation (10) gives the qualitative understanding of the signal generation process and Figure 
11shows graphically creation of incoherent superposition model. Generally the WLI signal 
can be represent as intensity scan I(ζ) or the Fourier frequency spectrum q(K)  with 
components of Fourier spectrum calculated from incoherent superposition model. 
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 SIGNAL PROCESSING 4.6
Envelope detection 
The surface height is obtained either by the modulation envelope, the phase estimation of 
interference fringes or a combination of both. 
The recorded system intensity are qualitatively characterizes by interference fringes and 
overall variation in signal, which links the interference effect to specific position of scan hx,y-ζ 
At a given pixel position, the intensity can be written as Ix,y 
𝐼𝑥,𝑦(𝜁) = 𝐼0(𝜁) + 𝐼𝐴𝐶(𝜁 − ℎ𝑥,𝑦) cos[𝐾0(𝜁 − ℎ𝑥,𝑦)]  (12) 
 
Separated in two parts 𝐼0(𝜁) - constant offset and co-sinusoidal function of signal at a 
frequency Ko, and IAC  is modulation envelop function. 
The equation (12) describes the signal envelop concept using envelop-modulated carrier and 
corresponds to idealized condition.  
 
Envelope and phase estimation in frequency domain 
The main drawback of the envelope detection technique is that it sensitive to error sources 
such as optical aberration, diffraction, noise and vibration. The combination of envelope 
detection and phase estimation is used to improve the measurement outcome. The problem 
with this combination is that envelope detection usually performs in scan domain, then phase 
modulation in frequency domain, to overcome this problem entire signal transforms to 
frequency domain via Fourier transform. The Figure 19 [81] shows the relationship between 
scan and frequency domain. The high-resolution surface topography map for x,y-pixel can be 
described: 
ℎ𝑥,𝑦 =
𝜃𝑥,𝑦
𝐾0
+
2𝜋
𝐾0
𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (
𝐴𝑥,𝑦 − 〈𝐴〉
2𝜋
) 
Where,  
𝐴𝑥,𝑦 = 𝜃𝑥,𝑦 − 𝐾0𝐻𝑥,𝑦 
is the phase gap between two analysis results, the round function returns the nearest integer to 
its argument and the 〈𝐴〉 represent the field average. The phase gap in frequency domain 
describes as and shown in lower part of Figure 12 
𝐴𝑥,𝑦 = 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 [𝑎𝑟𝑔 (𝑞𝑥,𝑦(𝐾))] 
and first estimate of surface high topography map that is a line fit to the argument qx,y(K)as 
range of function over frequency range K 
𝐻𝑥,𝑦 = 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒[arg (𝑞𝑥,𝑦(𝐾))] 
qx,y(K) as seen earlier nonzero positive portion of frequency spectrum regain from intensity 
map via Fast-Fourier transform. 
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Figure 19: Representation of envelop modulation in frequency domain. Adapted from ref[81] 
 
Scan domain 
An alternative method to detect envelope and phase of intensity data Ix,y(ζ) in each pixel is to 
correlate it to complex kernel that describe the CSI signal. 
The symmetric complex kernel can be described: 
𝑓𝑧´ = 𝑐𝑧´ + 𝑖𝑠𝑧´ 
Where 𝑐𝑧´ is the real and 𝑠𝑧´ imaginary coefficients. 
From PSI (phase shift interferometry) algorithm the kernel coefficients can be used for CSI 
cases. Coefficients correspond to the 5 points data that describe the envelope per fringe and 
reads: 
c=( 0 2 0 -2 0) 
s=(-1 0 2 0 -1) 
The envelop detection can be described by common terms as: 
𝑆𝑥,𝑦 (𝜁) = ∫ 𝑓(𝜁´)𝐼𝑥,𝑦(𝜁 + 𝜁´)𝑑𝜁´
∞
0
 
or in discrete form as 
𝑆𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 = ∑ 𝑓𝑧´𝐼𝑥,𝑦,𝑧+𝑧´
𝑁´/2
𝑧´=−𝑁/2
 
Where, 𝑓𝑧´ is complex kernel. Using the kernel coefficient the envelop reads as: 
 
|𝑆𝑧| = √(2𝐼𝑧−1 − 2𝐼𝑧+1)2 + (−𝐼𝑧−2 + 2𝐼𝑧 − 𝐼𝑧+2)2 
and phase reads as: 
 
𝜙 = tan−1(
2𝐼𝑧0−1 + 2𝐼𝑧0+1
−𝐼𝑧0−2 + 2𝐼𝑧0 − 𝐼𝑧0+2
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An alternative method for signal processing is using the centroid. Idea is to estimate the 
overall signal position of the square of signal derivative.[89] This techniques does not 
required the phase information to acquire the measurement and can be described as: 
𝐻 =
∑ (𝐼𝑧 − 𝐼𝑧−1)
2 𝜁𝑧𝑧
∑ (𝐼𝑧 − 𝐼𝑧−1)2𝑧
 
Where, z is frame number. 
 
 SURFACE MEASUREMENTS PROBLEM 4.7
 
Transparent film 
The ability to distinguish multiple reflections from semi-transparent film structures has been 
detected in 1990 [90]. Transparent films are used in anti-reflection coatings, mirrors, 
semiconductor and flat panel display industry and designed to control the amount of light 
reflected or transmitted at a surface for a given wavelength.  
Transparent film has the thickness comparable to the illumination wavelength and affects the 
amplification coefficient on z. The main task in analyzing film thickness map is to identify the 
modulation envelopes corresponding to surface reflection from the film boundaries. As the 
secondary surface signal or signal from substrate usually is influenced by axial group velocity 
optical path length, which is longer in film than in air and the position of best focus which is 
shorter in film than in air. The Figure 20 shows the film thickness analysis for CSI [91].  
 
Figure 20: Analysis of film thickness for CSI. Adapted from [91] 
 
Dissimilar materials 
Optically dissimilar materials have a significantly different Fresnel phase change on 
reflection. Such phase changes leads to errors in height variation measurements performed by 
CSI across boundaries of different materials if the "optical phase change on reflection" varies 
across such boundaries. Under the measurement when light is reflected from the specularly 
reflected object surface it interferes with light in an interferometers reference beam. The 
modulation of fringes depends on the complex index of refraction of the surface materials. 
The complex index of refraction is given by the term  nc =n-ik, where n is the real part that 
indicates the amount of deflection of a ray of light passing through the material, and k is the 
imaginary part that indicates the amount of absorption. The error occurs when measuring the 
objects surface with two or more dissimilar materials in the same field of view. While the 
variation in measured height is accurate within each area of a particular material, an error in 
measured height occurs across boundaries between dissimilar materials within the field of 
view due to the above-mentioned different phase change on reflection [92]. 
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5 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE OF WHITE LIGHT INTERFEROMETER 
 INTRODUCTION 5.1
The demand from high precision technologies led to a need of high accuracy in non-contact 
techniques that CSI can satisfy. However CSI is still slowly accepted in production due to the 
lack of standardization and missing comparability to tactile methods. So far no accepted 
standardized solutions exist for determination of measurement uncertainty. Figure 5 shows 
that one of the components that affects the measurements uncertainty is the contribution from 
the measurement machine. The aim of calibration and traceability for the measurement 
instrument is to provide the confidence that the measurement result is of reliable quality. The 
calibration procedure includes the testing mechanism that allows comparison of the 
measurement result performed by the instrument with another verified measurement method. 
This process in turn provides an unbroken link to the primary standard in our case the metre, 
which defines the traceability of instrument. [93,94] 
The setup of the instrument plays an important role for achieving the reliable results of 
measurements. In turn all parts of the setup affect the metrological characteristics and the 
measurement uncertainty of a white light interferometer [93]. The Ishikawa diagram (Figure 
21) shows the influence of the instrument components on the metrological characteristics for 
surface texture methods.  
 
Figure 21: Influence of coherence scanning interferometer components on metrological 
characteristics of measurement. 
 
The Light source by emitting the proper span of wavelengths in a specific spectral band 
affects the amplification coefficients of the instrument. The amplification coefficient is 
defined as the slope of the linear regression curve obtained from the response curve. The 
response curve is the graphical representation of the function that describes the relation 
between actual and measured value. Figure 22 shows that the maximum linearity error 
corresponds to the maximum deviation of the instrument response curve from the linear curve 
and the amplification coefficient is the slope of the linear curve. 
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Figure 22: An example of linear response curve for the instrument. 1 measured quantities, 2 
input quantities, 3 ideal response curve, 4 response curve, 5 linear curve [95]. 
 
Cameras format ranging or pixel quantities affect the lateral period limit of the instrument. 
The lateral period limit is the spatial period of a sinusoidal profile when the instrument’s 
response falls to 50%. This metrological characteristic is directly linked to the ability of the 
instrument to resolve the closely spaced features, and to the lateral and spatial resolution of 
the instrument. The spatial resolution of an optical system is defined by the Rayleigh 
criterion, or the Sparrow criterion. The Rayleigh criterion can be used to find the instrument 
response to features much less than the mean wavelength of the light source. The Sparrow 
criterion defines when the instrument response falls to zero. 
Sample condition and shape have an impact on amplification coefficients of measurement.  
Relative angle between the surface normal and optical axis of the instrument affect the 
amplification coefficient for x, y and z- quantities. In the literature the cases with high slope 
on the surface have been studied and differences in results performed by different 
measurement techniques have been reported [96]. The explanation is that the light reflects at 
or near to the edge of the numerical aperture of the objective and causes signal loss. 
The imaging system influences most of the metrological characteristics of measurement. 
Uniformity of illumination under the measurement over the field of view of the object affects 
the amplification coefficients, linearity deviation (lx,ly,lz) and flatness of the areal reference 
(ZFLT). The quality of the optics that includes aberration, transmission, alignment error have 
an impact on the lateral period limit (DLIM), and perpendicularity (ΔPERxy) of the system in 
addition to metrological characteristics listed earlier. Wavefront distortion is the function that 
describes deviation in the measured optical path from deviation in both the reference and 
measured arms. This parameter influences the amplification coefficient for z. Numerical 
aperture, as it usually depends on the wavelength of light affects amplification coefficients 
and lateral period limit. Lateral distortion of the image affects the lateral capability of the 
instrument, and if a surface has significant slopes the errors can be introduced into 
measurement of heights. [97] This parameter influences residual flatness, lateral period limit, 
perpendicularity, linearity deviation and amplification coefficient for x and y quantities. 
Magnification between object feature size and its size on the image sensor concerns the 
amplification coefficients for x and y value. 
Instrument overall refers to the influences from the instrument noise, instrument hysteresis, 
environmental vibration and characteristics linked to lateral sampling interval. The 
measurement noise is common known metrological characteristics that occurs during the use 
of instrument and includes the instrument noise. The instrument noise is the internal signal 
added to the measurement caused by instrument if it placed in noise-free environment, or it 
means the noise from electronic components of instrument. Instrument hysteresis influences 
the linearity deviation. The linearity deviation is the maximum local difference between the 
line from which the amplification coefficient is derived and the response curve. The lateral 
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sampling interval influences the lateral period limit of instrument which is equivalent to the 
spatial period of sinusoidal profile at which the height response of instrument falls to 50%. 
Environmental vibration is the mechanical motions that disturb the CSI scan in an 
unpredictable and unwanted way, that cause measurement errors. 
The controller in CSI has two functions: one is to perform acquisition of measurement and 
the second is to analyze the data for correct result presentation. The acquisition and analysis 
software influences the amplification coefficient and linearity deviation linked to z movement 
such as scan speed, scan length, scan increment and scan linearity. The CSI behaves like a 
highly parallel optical contact probe and the software records the location of the CSI signal at 
each pixel with respect to a scan position, resulting in a surface topography map, the scale and 
linearity of which are directly linked to the capacity of the scan motion. The time required to 
complete a single scan and the digitization step or variation between two ordinates extracted 
from the surface affect the measurement noise that in turn contribute to measurement 
uncertainty.  
Further on the calibration of metrological characteristics listed in Figure 21 will be examined 
in order to find their contribution to the standard and combined uncertainty. 
 
 INSTRUMENT NOISE DETERMINATION 5.2
There are many factors that contribute to the noise in CSI measurements. Vibration, photon 
noise, CCD noise, quantization and motor error are some of them and combination of these 
factors creates two types of noise: static and dynamic (or measurement noise), that can be 
measured in practice.[98] 
The static noise is usually linked to electrical noise and environmental vibration. The static 
noise is not significant in case of calibration of instrument scales as it is part of measurement 
noise.     
The measurement noise limits the capability of the instrument to measure the features of high 
spacial frequency. The measurement noise can be isolated from measurements on an optical 
flat with flatness deviation less than 30nm. There are two techniques for determination of 
noise contribution in measurements: the subtraction and averaging. The subtraction method 
uses two measurements at the same position on the sample performed over a short period of 
time. The noise value can afterwards be calculated as Sq noise 
𝑆𝑞 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 =
𝑆𝑞
√2
⁄  
Sq –root-mean-square value of standard deviation in units of height from statistics over full 
image of surface point, and is calculated as difference between two measurements. 
Averaging method based on assumption that noise contribution decrease for repeated 
measurements performed at the same place on flat. The Sq value is the function of the Sq noise 
and Sq flat  and describes as: 
𝑆𝑞 = √𝑆𝑞 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡
2 + 𝑆𝑞 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
2
 
After n-repeated measurements the contribution of instrument noise can be calculated as: 
𝑆𝑞 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = √
𝑛
𝑛 − 1
(𝑆𝑞2 − 𝑆𝑞𝑛 
2 ) 
Noise value achieved by two methods shows no significant difference. [99] 
Figure 23 demonstrates practical application of the subtraction method for determination of 
noise level for the commercial coherence scanning interferometer MicroMax. Measurements 
1 and 2 are taken directly after each other and the result of subtraction shows the noise level 
that will be encountered in measurement results produced by the instrument.  
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Figure 23: Flow-chart for subtraction method for noise determination. 
 
 FLATNESS DEVIATION OF AREAL REFERENCE 5.3
The flatness deviation of its areal reference is a factor that affects the metrological properties 
of a white light interferometer.  In scanning instruments surface topography measurements 
rely on the quality of interference objectives’ reference. Topography measurement performs 
against the areal reference of interference objectives and any flatness deviation of the 
reference will result in an error in z- axis measurements direction. 
Determination of the flatness deviation of an areal reference can be achieved by applying the 
average method to measurement of a standard optical flat. The residual flatness of a CSI can 
be determined by using an averaging method, accordingly to VDI/VDE 2655 [100], by 
averaging ten measurements performed on different places on a standard flat. The value of Sz 
(maximum height) parameter is used for this purpose. This parameter is calculated as the sum 
of the maximum value of peak heights (Sp) and the maximum value of valley depths (Sv) on 
the surface within the measured area. As a standard flat surface used for measurements is not 
perfect and usually scratches and debris are observed on its surface filtering and outliers 
removal techniques need to be applied to achieve useful measurement results.  The threshold 
method in combination with a polynomial filter of 12th order as recommended by Giusca 
et.all [99] has been applied to determine the residual flatness of the instrument. The threshold 
value for surface peak height (Sp) and valley depth (Sv) was determined as three times the Sq 
value of the measured flat surface. The sequence of data modification is shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: Flow-chart include sequences of data modification for evaluation of reference 
flatness of instrument. 
 AXIAL CALIBRATION 5.4
5.4.1 Z-AXIS CALIBRATION 
The aim of z-axis calibration is to estimate such metrological characteristics of instrument as 
the z amplification coefficient (αz) and linearity error (lz) listed in Figure 21. The calibration 
procedure includes a series of measurements performed on step height standard artefacts with 
different height. For the calculation of amplification coefficient it needs to establish the 
relationship between the ideal response curve and the instrument response curve demonstrated 
on Figure 22. 
The set of step height standards that cover the whole z working range of the instrument or at 
least the set that covers the most used range of measurement is required to perform the 
calibration. 
The amplification coefficient can be established from the equation: 
𝛼 =
∑ 𝐶𝑖𝐼𝑖
𝑛
𝑖
∑ 𝐶𝑖
2𝑛
𝑖
 
Where, α is an amplification coefficient, Ci is the calibrated value, Ii is indicated value and n 
is the number of height step standards used for measurements. 
There is no standardized procedure for areal measurement of step height. The existing method 
for profile measurement of the height of a step height is described by ISO 5436 standard 
[101]. In our case the artefact that includes six grooves with increasing depth from 0,275µm 
to 9,41µm has been used for measurements. The groove height has been calculating according 
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to ISO 5436. A mean line representing the upper level was drawn over the groove and the 
depth was assessed from the upper mean line to the lowest point of the groove. The groove 
analysis is presented graphically in Figure 25. The profile in the centre of the figure has been 
extracted from the areal measurement above, and groove depth has been determined as shown 
in the lower profile according to ISO analysis. 
 
 
Figure 25: Flow-chart of the groove standard analysis. 
 
The vertical range of the calibrated instrument is 100µm. For determination of repeatability 
and reproducibility of the CSI, measurements of groove height have been made in five 
positions within the range of the instrument (at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% of CSI 
working range). 
Repeatability is an indication of the variation in repeat measurements made on the same 
subject by the same instrument under identical conditions. This means that measurements are 
made by the same operator if human input is required by the same method or equipment under 
the same environmental conditions in a short period of time so the result value will be 
considered constant. Variability of the measurements in a repeatability process can then be 
ascribed to errors due to the measurement process 
Reproducibility is an indication of the variation in measurements made on the subject under 
changing conditions. This means that measurements can be made by different instruments and 
different observers over a period of time and changing of the environmental conditions needs 
to be taken into account. 
 
5.4.2 X AND Y-AXIS CALIBRATION 
As well as z-axis calibration, x and y-axis calibration is required for estimation of 
amplification coefficients (αx, αy) and linearity errors (lx, ly) for x and y-axes of the CSI. 
Another metrological characteristic that needs to be estimated is the x,y axis perpendicularity 
(Δper). For this purpose different type of artifacts are available, two of which are shown on 
Figure 26: a cross grating artifact (type ACG), and a NPL ODS (Optical Dimensional 
Standard).  
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Figure 26: Overview of standards: type ACG artifact-left; NPL ODS (Optical Dimensional 
Standard) –right. 
 
For the determination of amplification coefficients and linearity error the position of the 
centre of gravity of the pore on ACG artifact or the centre of circle of the hole for the NPL 
ODS artifact can be used. In both cases the position of centre of gravity of pore or centre of 
circle of hole can be calculated using image processing that will not take into account the 
height of pores or holes. The axis perpendicularity can be calculated as the angle between two 
nominally orthogonal rows. 
In this study for x,y scale calibration of the CSI an NPL ODS artifact with a 75 µm pitch has 
been used in 10x magnification lens configuration and for 50x magnification an artifact with 
15  µm pitch. Under the measurements the rows of holes of NPL ODS were oriented as 
parallel as possible to the x and y axis of the instrument. The 5° misalignment between the 
artifacts axis and instrument axis will not have any significant effect on measurement 
uncertainty.[102] As in the case with z-scale, calibration measurement of artifacts have been 
performed only once on five positions (10%,30%,50%,70%,90% of working range) 
distributed over the vertical range of the instrument. 
 
 RESOLUTION  5.5
5.5.1 DEFINITION OF LATERAL PERIOD LIMIT AND INSTRUMENT TRANSFER 
FUNCTION  
It need to be clarified that z-axis resolution and x,y-axis resolution for CSI are determined 
separately. The measurement noise includes the z-axis resolution, and the lateral period limit 
is used to estimate the x and y-resolutions of the CSI. According to the ISO/CD 2013 the 
lateral period limit is a special period of a sinusoidal profile at which the height response of 
an instrument falls to 50%. This definition is related to the linear system theory. However the 
lateral period limit does not only depend on the properties of the instrument but also on the 
measured surface structure. As it is pointed out in the literature the lateral period limit has to 
be measured within the linear height range of the instrument, otherwise the instrument’s result 
is unpredictable due to a nonlinear response.  
Usually the lateral resolution of an optical system is described by the number that expresses 
the smallest separation between features that can be distinguished on the image. This 
description corresponds to the optical resolution of the imaging system represented by the 
Rayleigh criterion 𝑟 = 0,61
𝜆
𝑁𝐴
  or the more generous Sparrow criterion 𝑟 = 0,47
𝜆
𝑁𝐴
 
previously described in chapter 4.4. It needs to be pointed out that optical resolution is the 
smallest centre-to centre feature separation on the measuring object, not the smallest or 
thinnest object that can be seen. 
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The CSI measurements differ from those of a 2D imaging system, since two points on a 
height profile corresponding to different height levels need to be separated. Figure 20 shows 
the difference between the optical resolution of a CSI and the lateral resolution of a 
microscopic imaging system. 
According to VDI/VDE guideline 2655-1.1 [95] the short cut-off wavelength of a CSI can be 
two or three times the optical resolution because of the diffraction limit. In order to take 
advantage of the diffraction-limited resolution, the camera pixel size in object space must be 
smaller than r, otherwise the resolution is camera-limited. For some CSIs camera resolution 
matches the optical resolution up to approximately 10X, meaning that the pixel size in object 
space has the same lateral dimensions as listed in Table4 chapter 4.4.  
ISO 25178-604:2013 includes the method for lateral resolving power of CSI using Instrument 
Transfer Function (ITF). As amplitude transfer characteristics of instrument cannot be 
calculated from optical resolution limit de Groot et al. defined an “Instrument Transfer 
Function (IFT)”. The IFT is based on the “Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)” and known 
from imaging system theory. The ITF shows the response of the CSI as a function of the 
objects spatial frequency component, of course the ITF is the function of the spatial frequency 
of the sinusoidal object. The validation of ITF requires measurement of the instruments 
response over the range of spatial frequency. The artifact for ITF measurements can include 
an assortment of sinusoidal grating patterns. Another method is to measure the profile of a 
sharp step feature. A step height generates a continuum of spatial frequencies for comparison 
with the known step profile using the Fourier transform ratio at each spatial frequency. 
[103,87] There are number of cautions regarding the ITF: one is that it is theoretically valid 
only for surface heights much smaller than the wavelength, second is that higher spatial 
frequencies can cause errors in the results, third the features with larger height variations can 
have unexpected results, including sensitivity to spatial frequencies beyond the Sparrow 
criterion, because of nonlinear coupling. [86] 
 
 
Figure 27: Lateral resolution (Rayleigh criterion) in microscopic imaging where a 2D 
amplitude grating of period Λ is resolved (top), and in 3D CSI measurement resolving 
different height levels of a grating structure of period Λ (bottom). 
 
r
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5.5.2 DETERMINATION OF LATERAL PERIOD LIMIT  
For determination of lateral resolution limit of CSI the multiple grids of different pitches can 
be used. As long as the pitch of gratings are smaller than resolution of instrument no height 
information can be measured, only than the pitch increase instrument start to resolve the 
height of the grating.  
The Siemens star is usually used for two-dimensional microscopy for determination of lateral 
resolution of optical systems. The ASG standard is based on the Siemens star principle but 
developed for 3D optical instrument for estimation of lateral period limit of instrument. The 
advantage of ASG standard is to use the star pattern for extraction of profile along the radial 
direction of the star.[105] For the determination of lateral period limit of CSI two profiles 
needs to be extracted from the star pattern.  Figure 28 demonstrate the two profiles extracted 
through the centre of two diametrically opposite raised (left part of Figure 28) and lowered 
petals (right part of Figure 28). The profile resulting from subtraction of those two profiles 
calls Instrument Response Profile (IRP) and will be the base for determination of the lateral 
resolution of CSI. In ideal situation the edges of profile should have the value of petal height 
and the central part should be zero, the area where the height difference drop due to the 
limited lateral resolution is the area of interest for determination of lateral period limit of 
instrument. Some modifications need to be done with IRP before determination of resolution 
can be performed. First the vertical scale of profile need to be normalized to the maximum 
height value, second the horizontal scale of profile need to be recalculated using the equation: 
𝐿𝑥 =
𝜋
180
𝑛°, where n is the angle in ° of the star pattern petals. The equation is the simple 
modification of length of circle arc formula. After the lateral period limit can be determined 
from IRP profile accordingly to ISO by measuring the width of the central depression at 50% 
height. 
 
 
Figure 28: The example of the extraction of two profiles from ASG standard star pattern. 
 
Left side of figure shows the place and profile extraction performed on the two opposite 
lowered petals passing through the centre of the star pattern. Right side of figure shows the 
similar extraction of profile but performed on the upper petals of star pattern.  
 
The Figure 29 shows steps after the subtraction of profiles extracted from the upper and 
lowered petals has been done. The first profile is result of subtraction in next profile the 
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normalization of the x and z scales are applied: z- height =100% and x-scale = value achieved 
from the equation mentioned earlier. The last profile shows the value of lateral period limit at 
50% height of z-scale. 
 
 
Figure 29: Example of determination the lateral period limit of the CSI. 
 
The figure 30 shows the step-by-step flow for the determination of lateral period limit of the 
CSI. 
 
 
Figure 30: Flowchart for the determination of lateral period limit of CSI. 
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In the following sections of this chapter, the main results are summarized and discussed in 
order to answer the research questions. 
The Figure 31 illustrates the connections between the research question, published papers and 
the thesis key points. The surface control loop is visualizing the importance of linking the 
functional surface characterization to the function and manufacturing. The better 
understanding of surface topography is achieved by applying results suitable for application 
analysis in different areas: perception of gloss (paper1); medical application (paper2); 
tribological properties (paper3). Nevertheless all analysis includes some uncertainty 
accordingly to e.g:  the method applied, measurement equipment used, environment 
influence, human influence, object characteristics. In this thesis uncertainty from the 
measurement instruments was a focus (paper3). In particular the metrological characteristics 
that influenced the measurements performed by CSI were studied and reported in paper4. 
 
Paper 1, 2 and 3 cover two of the research questions formulated in the thesis. Different types 
of analysis techniques e.g: PSD, sets of surface roughness parameters, and motif analysis have 
been used in order to compare the measurement results of surface topography performed by 
different optical and tactile techniques. Paper 3 and the more extended paper 4 show the 
factors that influence the uncertainty of interferometric measurements, as well as pointing out 
calibration procedures needed to help determining and stating the metrological characteristics 
of the CSI.   
 
 
Figure 31: Links between the research questions, published papers and the thesis structure. 
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 POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY (PSD) (PAPER1 Characterization of surface 6.1
topography of a newly developed metrological gloss scale)  
The study described in this paper shows how analysis and measurement  techniques have 
been chosen for a certain application, which in turn contributes together with paper 2 and 3 
to answering the research questions 1: ”Is there a universal analysis technique available for 
understanding and interpreting the properties of surface topography?” formulated in the 
thesis. The PSD has been used as an analysis technique for characterisation of surface 
topography of samples with different characteristics to find a correlation with the glossiness. 
The six samples with different refractive indices, different gloss levels and different 
roughness types have been examined in order to find characterization techniques for surface 
topography structures that may contribute to the perceived surface glossiness.  
The instruments (CSI, Confocal Microscope CM, and AFM) and analysis techniques (PSD 
and Motif analysis) were chosen in order to be able to describe the surface structures in 
different spatial frequencies. 
The PSD technique has been used for two purposes: 
- For the comparison of measurement results achieved by using different instruments and  
- For the comparison of different topographies on different samples.   
 
 
Figure 32: Example of PSD analysis applied to the samples with same roughness and 
glossiness level but different refractive indices when measurements have been performed by 
different instruments (AFM, CM, CSI). 
 
Figure 32 demonstrates how PSD analysis was used for identification of the differences and 
equalities between instruments measuring similar topographies. The measurement 
instruments and techniques had different surface spatial wavelength band limits, so the 
measured roughnesses were not directly comparable. The PSD functions were calculated 
from the measurement data, and it rms roughnesses were obtained by integrating areas under 
the PSD curves between fixed upper and lower band limits. In this way, roughnesses 
measured with different instruments and techniques could be directly compared. 
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Figure 33: PSDs for all samples, measurements by CSI (left) and CM (right). 
 
Figure 33 and table 6 shows how PSD has been used for the comparison of different 
topographies on different samples. 
 
Usually all topographic images of the surfaces are based on data of surface heights, and 
need some modification for further analysis. The research question 2 formulates the 
importance of the procedure needed to be specified for the measurements of a chosen 
application. In the study described in the paper the data from CSI and CM measurements used 
for PSD calculations were aligned by subtracting a fitted least square plane from the raw 
heights for each data set. The presence of a curvature was observed in the AFM 
measurements, which can be explained by the action of the piezoelectric scanner that moves 
the probe. For this reason, measurements made by the AFM have been corrected by 
subtraction of a fitted line-by-line polynomial of 3rd degree order although it can be noted 
that this only has a minor influence on the result compared to using a plane for alignment. 
 
Table 6: Surfaces parameters with corresponding standard deviation calculated from 
measurements using different instruments. 
Instrument AFM CSI CM 
Sample R3n2G4 R3n1G4 R1n1G1 R1n2G1 R2n2G3 R1n2G3 
Height 
Parameters 
      
Sq (nm) 5±0,2 4±0,4 100±8 102±6 277±25 201±42 
Sz  (nm) 96±16 31±1 466±76 1070±186 1663±174 1346±334 
       
In addition to the analysis based on PSD, motif analysis has been applied to the 
measurements of all samples in different spatial frequency intervals. The aim was to give 
additional information regarding possibly important nano- and micro-features of the 
samples. Parameters such as peak area, and total number of peaks were examined. However 
no clear linear correlation was established between the feature parameters and the gloss of 
the samples, implying the strength of PSD analysis for connecting functional gloss to the 
optical analysis equipment. This part of the study addressed to point out the importance of 
suitable analysis techniques for a specific application and contributes to answering the RQ1. 
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 SURFACE ROUGHNESS PARAMETERS (PAPER 2 - 3D SEM for surface 6.2
quantification- a case study on dental implant) 
In order to answer RQ1 this study uses the surface parameters as analysis techniques as well 
as characterization of surface properties based on measurements performed by optical 
techniques with different measurement principles. In this paper the comparison between 
measurements performed by CSI and a Scanning Electron Microscope SEM using 3D 
reconstruction techniques on the dental implant has been investigated in order to find an 
appropriate set of parameters for characterization of dental implant surfaces. Parameters from 
all families of surface roughness parameters have been included in thr study and relocation 
and resampling techniques were applied. Relocation and resampling are steps in procedure 
needed for the reliable comparison of instrument measurements and contribute to answer 
RQ2: “What main procedures are needed to be specified for the interferometric measurements 
of the chosen applications?” 
It was found that for measurements using the same sampling distance SEM and 
Interferometer measurements normally for a majority of characterization parameters do not 
exceed 20% difference. 
The SEM average amplitude parameters Sa, Sq are around 20% smaller than CSI ones. (see 
Figure 35).  Several parameters, Smr, Sdr, Sdq, Spd, Spc are highly sampling dependent and 
can vary 56%- 100% between the high resolution- and re-sampled SEM measurements. The 
most differences between 
SEM and Interferometer measurements for both high- and low resolution measurements were 
shown by the dale and hill parameters. Those parameters are heavily sampling dependent and 
for the dental implant huge variations (up to 900%) are found indicating the sensitivity of this 
set of 3D characterization parameters. 
 
 
 
Figure 34: Example of comparison using relocated areas for CSI and SEM. 
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Figure 35: Absolute value of differences of the parameters obtained using the SEM, the SEM 
re-sampling and the interferometer. 
 
The aim of comparison was by finding appropriate characterization techniques to show the 
usefulness of SEM with 3D reconstruction software for investigation of dental implant 
surfaces in different spatial frequency bands that contribute to satisfy RQ1. Related to RQ2 
resampling and relocation techniques have been applied in the study to achieve comparable 
results from optical instruments based on different measurement principles. 
 
 SURFACE CHARACTERISATION AND UNCERTAINTY INFLUENCE ON 6.3
RESULTS (PAPER 3 Piston ring topography variation and robust characterization) 
This study was focused on the application to the investigation of a piston ring surface of an 
instrument built in-house, and the procedure for interferometric measurements as formulated 
in RQ2 has been of interest. Another aim of the study has been linked to RQ3: “What 
uncertainty factors are influencing the interferometric measurements of surface topography in 
general?”. As the instrument is built in-house, validation of measurement can be assured by 
determination of measurement uncertainty. 
In this paper a White Light Interferometer designed at Halmstad University has been used for 
non-destructive measurements of piston rings. For the validation of the measurement results 
achieved by the designed instrument a commercial interferometer has been used. The result of 
validation the instrument concludes that the instrument can be used for investigation of other 
types of surfaces, impossible to measure by a commercial interferometer (MicroXam).  The 
instrument shows good repeatability of the height and functional parameters, but further 
investigation of instrument behavior in lower and higher measurement range is needed.  
Another aim of study was to select the set of parameters from different families for 
characterization and production control of surface topography of twin oil piston rings. 
Experimental results have been provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of chosen 
parameters.  
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Figure 36: Variations of the height and functional parameters according to each batch. 
 
From the measurements done with the WLI build at Halmstad University, the set of  robust 
parameters for characterization of piston ring surfaces including Sa, Sq, Sk Spk, Svk, Str,Std 
have been selected. The Figure 36 shows that variation of chosen parameters both within 
batch and between rings was unexpectedly high. Those results give an answer to RQ1:” Is the 
universal analysis techniques available for understanding and interpreting the properties of 
surface topography?”  The measurement uncertainties of parameters in z-scale were estimated 
to ±30nm, where instrument noise, repeatability and reproducibility were taken into account 
and in turn provide on RQ3.  The best practice procedure for interferometric measurements in 
this application would be to use no filtering following a simple form removal for examination 
of piston ring surfaces, which contributes to answering RQ2. 
 
 CALIBRATION OF COMMERCIAL INSTRUMENT (PAPER 4 Calibration 6.4
procedure and uncertainty estimation for a commercial white light interferometer) 
The third research question focused on uncertainty factors that influenced the interferometric 
measurements and results from this study provide information on which metrological 
characteristics need to be investigated in order to perform reliable measurements.  
So far no accepted standardized solutions exist for determination of measurement uncertainty 
for coherence scanning interferometers.  An important issue that must be addressed to bring 
surface topography into compliance with manufacturing quality systems is the measurement 
traceability of the instruments.  
This study explains the methods to quantify the influence of a number of metrological 
characteristics and uses metrologically accepted methods to calculate the corresponding 
measurement uncertainty. 
The methodology includes simple steps to define the main metrological characteristics that 
influence the measurement uncertainty such as: 
-measurement noise; 
-flatness deviation; 
-linearity errors; 
-amplification coefficient; 
-perpendicularity of axes; 
-resolution of the measurements along the axis of operation. 
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The measurement noise and residual flatness deviation test showed that uncertainty 
contributions of those metrological characteristics were less than 1nm for both 10x and 50x 
magnification objectives. In addition information about the vertical resolution of the 
instrument can be retrieved from the measurement noise value, and was in our case 
determined to be 0,6nm for the WLI with 10x and 0,4nm for 50x magnifications objectives as 
seen from the results in table 7. 
The calibration of the z-scale of the WLI has been performed on a groove depth standard with 
six grooves in the range from 0.282 to 9,44 µm. Figure 37 shows that the linearity errors’ 
contribution to the uncertainty is significantly higher than the noise and flatness contributions 
 
 
Table 7: Measurement noise and residual flatness contribution to the uncertainty associated 
with measurements along z axis. 
Uncertainty contribution 10x 50x 
Sq noise (nm) 0,6 0,4 
Sz (nm) 2,4 2,0 
UNF (nm) 0,9 0,7 
 
 
Figure 37: Plot of measurement error approximated of calibration of αz and lz of an 
instrument with 10x magnification objective. 
 
Results in Table 8 shows that the uncertainty contribution from linearity errors, repeatability, 
reproducibility and traceability for the step-height up to 10µm is determined to be maximum 
3% of the measured height for the 10x magnifications objective. For the 50x magnifications 
objective the maximum tested height was 2,8µm and the uncertainty contribution was 
determined to be maximum 4%  of the measured height. 
 
Table 8: Amplification and linearity contribution to the z measurement uncertainty. 
Nominal height (µm) UT-z (nm) 
 10x 50x  
0,282 5,8 12,4  
0,571 15,7 9,9  
1,374 14,8   
2,80  78,0  
3,03 32,0   
5,87 63,6   
9,44 100,9   
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The calibration procedure of the x and y scale of the instrument showed the linear trend in 
residual errors determination demonstrated by Figure 38.  
 
 
Figure 38: Plot of measurement error approximated of calibration of a WLI equipped with 
10x magnifications -left and 50x-magnifications objective-right. 
 
This effect can be partly corrected by applying a common amplification coefficient for x and 
y scales. In this study no adjustment has been performed and the contribution to uncertainty 
has been calculated using unadjusted linearity error values. 
The lateral resolution contributing to the measurement uncertainty plays the dominant role in 
the combined measurement uncertainty for the x and y-scale, and based on lateral period limit 
determination. The lateral period limit estimated from the measurements performed by WLI 
with 50x magnification objective was 1,7µm with standard deviation 0,08µm. The standard 
measurement uncertainty associated with the calibration of the lateral period limit of the WLI 
used here is  
URes=1 μm. Some consideration should be made in the case of lateral period limit 
determination, as the achieved value is influenced by quality of the artefact, pixel size of the 
instrument, measurements conditions (noise, vibration). 
The calibration procedure that includes measurements on artefacts listed in study provides 
guidance to estimate the uncertainty of measurements performed by CSI, that was of interest 
in RQ3.  
 
 
5,8µm
0,5µm
10x magnification objective 50x magnification objective
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This chapter summarizes the main conclusions and suggests future research work. 
 CONCLUSIONS 7.1
The aim of this thesis was to increase the current knowledge of the interaction between 
surfaces and the optical metrology of surfaces’ topographical properties. 
 
Within the current research scope the following conclusions can be drawn (the numbers 
below refer to the numbered questions formulated in section 1.3). 
 
RQ1: Is there a universal analysis technique available for understanding and interpreting the 
properties of surface topography? 
(1) There are numerous analysis techniques for surface topography characterization. 
Independent of analysis technique, the most accepted and used measures to 
characterize surface topography by industry and scientists are surface roughness 
parameters. Frequently, for a better understanding and interpretation of the properties 
of a surface, a combination of different techniques can be necessary. Another 
important role of different analysis techniques are to compare of measurement results 
achieved by different instruments: e.g. tactile and optical instruments. The use of PSD 
analysis in this thesis showed it to be an analysis tool for identification of the 
differences and equalities between instruments measuring similar topographies, 
enabling a selection of the proper instruments for measuring topographies at given 
spatial frequencies or combination of frequencies. 
 
RQ2: What main procedures are needed to be specified for the interferometric measurements 
of the chosen applications? 
(2) According to different applications, the methodology for each case needs to be listed. 
It is important that new instruments are tested for some specific applications and that 
the influences of the main metrological characteristics on measurement results are 
considered. 
 
RQ3: What uncertainty factors are influencing the interferometric measurements of surface 
topography in general?  
(3) The determination of measurement uncertainty is important when evaluating a 
measurement result and judging its significance. For the determination of uncertainty, 
a calibration procedure, that covers all significant contributions to the measurement 
uncertainty budget for the specific measurement instrument, is needed. The main 
metrological characteristics for CSI and their influence on the measurement 
uncertainty were investigated. The dominant component for uncertainty estimation in 
the z-scale for CSI is the noise contribution and the dominant component for the x- 
and y- scale is the lateral resolution.  
 FUTURE WORK 7.2
Suggestions for future work based on the results in this thesis are as follows: 
 
 Empirical and analytical study of spatial content of surfaces for different applications. 
For this purpose comparison of different instruments and different analysis should be 
combined to create the methodology for understanding of surface properties.  
 
 Further investigation of metrological characteristics influencing the measurement 
uncertainty of CSI would be useful by developing parts of the calibration procedure of 
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CSI e.g influence of light source spectra on determination of the modulation envelope, 
self-calibration procedure for lateral correction of CSI x,y-axes. 
 
 Develop a good practice guide to assist users in achieving a valid surface 
measurement on surfaces exhibiting roughness, texture and structures, using the 
technique of coherence scanning interferometry (CSI).   
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